‘’RadAlert’ Talking Sign System

(TSS-SAFETY)
Brand new for 2013, RadAlert TSS-SAFETY is the first
sign product to be designed specifically to assist in the
reduction of common injuries associated with industrial
facilities.
RadAlert TSS-SAFETY incorporates a motion sensor and
is designed to provide voice messages in any language to
request special precautions be adhered to.
RadAlert can be programmed with any message in any
language by using any standard PC running Windows,
without any specialist programming knowledge. RadAlert
provides both an audible and visual medium for effecting
increased awareness of potential accidents.

Product Features



On sensing the presence of people, or from an external volt free contact, RadAlert TSS will play any
pre-programmed voice files in any language.



Time delays between messages are selectable via the remote programmer to ensure that the message
is broadcast at the right time.



Up to 100 messages can be pre-programmed and selected either individually or sequentially where each
message in the list is played in turn on each activation , allowing messages to be fresh and relevant at
all times.



RadAlert TSS contains a Windows® based file structure which allows simple ‘drag and drop’ file copying for ease of programming.



New SmartWave© hi-resolution voice playback software produces crystal clear hi-fidelity audio files
to be broadcast in any location.



RadAlert TSS can be powered simply by 4 x AA alkaline batteries, or connected to the mains through
a 6Vdc power supply unit for high traffic areas.



Gel Speaker technology can be utilised to make any object produce sound, from glass, to plastics, to
stainless steel. The choice is yours!

See how RadAlert TSS can
work for you by viewing our demo video
On Youtube at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zfaV-CBVYk
“Please wash your hands
before leaving this area”

“Please use the alcohol
gel before leaving this
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